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A friendly blonde 'made for loving', a quiet brown-eyed girl of no confidence, and a sexy redhead with
wanderlust: Devlin, Caroline and Maggie. Their staunch three-way friendship is born while housesharing and
during their twenty-something years it's the only certainty. That, and their status-symbol membership of
Dublin's most exclusive health centre for high-profile women: City Girl. For Caroline, life's great purpose is
not to be left on the shelf and so she considers resorting to St Jude - the patron saint of hopeless cases. But
then God sends her Devlin Delaney - friend and mentor - and her 'Nellie the Elephant' days become a thing
of the past. But for all that Devlin is a free spirit, with men lining up to ask her out, it is she who ends up
living in hardship and facing the most tragic loss of all. While Maggie MacNamara, farmer's daughter from
Wicklow, blithely turns down the 'catch of the county' to see the world - and falls in love with 'Mr Paradise
on Legs' en route. But, for all those who share the gift of enduring friendship, all roads lead to home - or, for
Caroline, Dev and Maggie, to a rendezvous in the plush foyer of City Girl.
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Oaks:

Here thing why this City Girl are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all reading through a book is
good nonetheless it depends in the content from it which is the content is as tasty as food or not. City Girl
giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any reserve out there but there is no reserve
that similar with City Girl. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your current eyes about the thing in
which happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. It is possible to bring
everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your technique home by train. In case you are having
difficulties in bringing the paper book maybe the form of City Girl in e-book can be your substitute.

Zenaida Jackson:

The ability that you get from City Girl will be the more deep you searching the information that hide within
the words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to recognise but
City Girl giving you joy feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in a number of way that
can be understood by simply anyone who read this because the author of this e-book is well-known enough.
That book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand then can go
along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having this City Girl
instantly.

Michelle Labat:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a guide you will get new information because book is one of numerous ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more imaginative. When you
looking at a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how the
character types do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other people. When you read this
City Girl, you are able to tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge
can inspire average, make them reading a publication.

Anna Humphrey:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. That City Girl can give you a lot of close friends
because by you investigating this one book you have factor that they don't and make you actually more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than other make you to be great
folks. So , why hesitate? Let us have City Girl.
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